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This investig;2tion con93 ’ ’ ,.~rcs &lad extends lcnown results concerning class of spams 
in which seq5en tiai comw c : is equivalent o countable compactuess. At th same time 
;csults of S. Mrowka, M. ! 2 ;opalan and T. Sounda.rarajan bout compact disi rsed spaces 
are extended, Several p . C:r such spaces raised! by them are solved, A con :cture of 
Tironi and Isler is dispn I.< . 
0. Introduction 
_ -.-  ---- 
320, QD30; Secondary 54A25,54FOS 
countably compact 1; r’ :r* 
1 . ‘(‘1’ 
sequentially compact .:q;. fi r. :li space 
initiallyIll+compact t* 1, %r _&rain et space 
._-_ U^ --- 
Two theorems in Section 2 give classes of spaces in which the condition 
of the title is saltisfied (1.1 and 2.6); the latkr also includes; tigher cardi- 
nality vetsions. The precise extent to which these results overlap is con- 
sidered in Section 3; ‘Tht:orem 3.4 gives an u,pper bound for the car 
of regular dispelrscd initially no-compact spaizes. ‘In Section 4 se~rai prob- 
lems of [ 131 about chain compact spaces are answered; acompactXka= 
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of the natural numbers N is constructed so that 6 
space of ordinals [O, or] and 8+T is a FrCchet chain net space. Further 
htraductory remarks are included at the beginning of these sections. Most 
of the definitions are given in Section 1. 
§@ZC~S in this paper we assumed to satisfy T2 separation, unless ex- 
filicitly stated otherwise. ’ 
The authors are grateful to J.W. Baker, W.W_ Comfort and F. Siwiec 
for their helpful eumments. 
I. Background . 
Let tr\ be a regulab infinite cardinal. A topological,space X will be ca]Ued 
m-c/2& compcf if each net in X that is directed by a chain of cardinanity 
< tn has a convergent cofiial transfinite subsequence; X is called chain 
compact if it satisfies this chaiil net condition without the cardinality re- 
striction. Note that a space is chain compact iff every transfinite sequence 
has a convergent cofinal subsequence. The concept of chain compactness 
was introduced and studied in [ 131. 
As usual, X is called initiaZl’y m-compact if any open covering of car- 
dinality <tie has a finite subcovering. A standard argument for proving 
that sequential compactness implies countable compactness can be ex- 
tended t3 show that m-chain compactness implies initial nt -comp&ctnc:!;s 
in general. Let H(m) denote the property that these two ‘conditions are 
hereditarily equivalent; i.e., a space X is said to satisfy H(III ) kf each in+= 
tially ITI -compact subset is ttt -chain compact. For r-lore on wilat is known 
about H(Ho), see [ 17, p* 283 (where lH(&,) is called HI, following nota- 
tion introduced in [ 1 I). 
A space X which has no non-void perfect subset is said to be dispewd 
or scattered. There is a standard inductive decomposition for such spaces: 
put X(*) = X, and assume that fin has been defined for all fi < ICY. If it is 
not a limit ordinal, let 
xc*) = the set of all nonisolated points of X@-‘). 
If CLL is limit ordinal, let 
or each x in X <there is a unique ordinal X such that x E Xi’> - X(‘+‘) I; 
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X is called the dispersal ord& of 3r: m X. It is known [ 13, Theorem 43 
that a space is compact and dispersed iff it is chain compact. , 
A chafti net sl;lace is a topological space w-lith the prop.&& ‘that a sub- 
set is closed whenever it is closed with respect o s&es&e limits of 
chain nets; alternatively, a chain net space! can be described as a space in 
which the topological closure operator can be obtained by iteratian of 
the chain net closure operator (the> &r&r I?@ closure of a set A is ob- 
tained by adjoining to A all limits of chain nets in &..A space in which 
the chain net closure coincides wif?. the topological closure is called a 
Frkhet chair net space or strong chain nef space, 
2. On the property H(W) 
Franklin [4, Proposition 1 .lO J, Purisch [ IS] and Baker [ 2, ‘B ~posi- 
tion 1’1 have shDu n that sequential nd countable compactness re equiv- 
alent for sequential spaces, generalized orderable spaces, and pe, liar dis- 
persed spaces, respectively. Theorem 2.1 provides acommon ge ;raliz+ 
tion (to chain net ‘spaces and their subspaces) of the Erst two r-n 2tioned 
classes. In the regular dispersed case a stronger assertion is po~G’c !e
(Theorem 2.6). The exteut o which these results over-tap is considered 
in Section 3. 
It is kasily seen that angr sequential space and any generalized orderable 
space (= subspacs of ;%n orderable space) are chain net spaces; however, 
for a summary of the relationships which hold between various or& 
conditions on topologies, see [ 1 lo]. 
Theorem 2.1 extends known results even in the sequential case by 
extending Frank lin’s result to subspaces of sequential spaces. Very 
little is known a&out lthese spaces, and even less is known about the 
larger class of sc.bspac:es of chain net spaces. A well-known example of 
Arens (see [ 5, Example 5.11) is not a chain net space (by Remark 2.5):+ 
but it can be embedded in a chain net space, in fact in (a sequential spadze. 
2. I. Theorem. If X is 12 cha!n net space or, more geneinzl’yl a subspace of 
a chain net spa,ce, then K satisfies H(H,); eI;ery cotrr~~%~t~~y compact sub- 
set of X is sequentiall;rr cornpack ;r’uwever, .X need nol” satisfy H(H 1) 
even if X is clrderable, first countable, and compact. 
Roof. [ 13, p, 2901 notes that the closed unit interval does not satisfy 
H(&). To prove the first statement, let X hle a subspat::e of a chain net 
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et Y be a countably compact subset of X. To show that Y 
is sequentially compact, let (Xn) be a sequence of distinct poin 
and let x be a - A)n Y. whereA =(x,}. InZ, x 
reached from A by an iteration of chain nets. By Lemma 2.2, all of the 
pklints reached in the first step are limits of sequences. But, by Lemma 
2.3, Y is sequentially closed. Thus Y contains a subsequential limit of 
(x~). So, proving the lemmas will comple:te the proof. 0 
For Lemma 2.2 and Remark 2.3, the general assumption of T2 separa- 
tion can be weakened to Tt. The lemma is essentially due to Misra [ 12, 
Proposition 2.1 I. 
2.2 Lemma. Let A be a subset of an arbitrary T1 space. If a net in A is 
directed by a regular ordinal X and converges to a point outisde of A, 
then 1X(< 1 Al. 
Proof. For eachy f A there is an ordinat a(y) such that y is not in the 
range of the net beyond a(y). Let ~1 = sup{ar(y): y E A}. If 1 XI > C.rll, it 
follows that h > art which is a c,ontradiction. Cl 
2.3. Remark. It follows from Lemma 2.2 that a countable subset of a 
chain net space is closed iff it is sequentially closed; in particular, any 
countable chain net space is sequential. Analogously, every countable 
subset of a Frechet chain net space is a Fcechet space. (Spaces for which 
every countable subset is FrBchet are called accumukztion complete; 
see [ 17, pp. 22, 281 for further properti.es of such spaces.) 
2.4. Lemma. If Y is an initially tw-compact subset of an arbitrary space 
X, then y is closed in X with respect to &nits of chain nets of length 
G 41. In particular, every countakly compact subset is sequentially 
cl< Ised. 
2.5. Remark. The Ho case of lthis lemma extends a result of Au11 [ 11, 
WZIC showed that every countlably compact subset of a sequential space 
is ,azlosed. Spaces of ordinals provide examples to show that the limita- 
tion on the length cannot be weakened. For example, [0, ol) is a count- 
ably compact set which is sequentially &sed in [O, wl]* but not closed 
with respect o longer chain nets. 
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Proof of Lemma 2.4. Let (u,) be a net of distinct pointsin Y, which is 
directed by a regular ord.in;li X with 1 X/j 4 nt and which converges to a 
point x in X. By the compactness hypothesis., {y, : QL c x) has a com- 
plete accumulation point y in Y. CA pointy is called a cmnp,Iete acctimu- 
kW~2 point of a set A if ;UI = ‘U n Al for each neighborhood U of y.) 
If x # y, the T2 assumption yields a contradiction. Q 
The next result extends both [2, Proposition U: 1, where t-he PII case 
was shown, and part of I 13, Theorem 41, wh.lch showed that compact 
dispersed spaces are chain compact. Both proofs utilize the same ideas 
and either one can be modified to the present context; we omit the de- - 
tails. 
2.6. Theorem. A regular dispersed space satiq’ies 
m-compact subset is mchain mmpact. 
each H(m): an WiuZZy 
3. Chain net spaces and reguhr dispersed spaces 
In this section we explore the precise extent to which the clas: :bf 
chain net spaces overlaps the class of regular dispersed spaces. Alr~ost 
’ nothing is known about what happens’ here if we replace chain net 
spaces by the more general clzs of subspaces of chain net spaces. 
Example 3.5 shows that the diqjersal order hypothesis in the next 
theorem cannot be removed. 
3.1. Theorem. Let X be regular, dispersed, and kxaZZy init&Uy III -cc- m- 
pact. If P)= 6 whenever I XI > rfl , therz X is a chain net space. In $kct, 
chain nets of length < III are sufficient to de tmnine the topology. 
3.2. Corollary [ 13, Theorem 83. Every compact dispersed space is a 
chain net space. 
3.3, Corollary. If X is regular, dispersed) and rCcaZty countabt) compact, 
with Xtwl) = 0, then X is sequential. 
Roof. The corollaries clearly follow, so let X satisfy the hypothesis of 
the theorem. Let A be a subset of X with x E A- - A. We seek an itera- 
tion of transfinite sequences from A, each OF kngth < m , and converging 
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to x. Let 7 he the disperf,& order of x in X. Let U bea closed, initially 
&compact neighborhood ofx such that U n X(r) = {x} . We proceed by 
induction on 7. If y = 1: then x is tie only non-isolated point in (Un A)‘. 
Every ordinary sequenclz of distinct points in U n A must converge to x 
because (V f~ A)- is sec::Iuentially compact. Now assume y > 1. By the 
following lemma, there is a transfinite sequence (x,) in A- n U which 
converges to x and has :ilength <IN . By choice of U, dispersal order of 
x0! i 7 for each a. TALK, by the inductive hypothesis, each x, can be 
reached by transfinite z,lequences as desired. Cl 
3.4. Lemma. Let X scrti,vfy the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1. If x is tm ac- 
cumulation point of a cabsed set F, thePz x is the limit of a transfinite se- 
quence in F of length ~1 ftt .
Two cases of this lemma (all III, and 111 =NO) are stated as [ 16, Theo- 
rem 121, where the ide;il:s in the present proof arose 
Proof. Let 6 be the ordiinal for which x 6 .. -- F@ +l), and let U be a 
~losal initially nt -compi,ict neighborhoo+, . at i YTich that U n p”) = {x). 
Assume first that 8 is n& a limit ordina” Thl:, : is the only non-isolated 
point of the sequentiall:J compact set U (1 fl”- $. Thus every ordinary 
sequence of distinct po;l.nts in U n H) convei*ges to x. (The dispersal 
order hypothesis not needed for this case.) 
Assume now that 6 if+ alimit ordinal. For each 7 < 6 put 
Hr = fir) n U and choclse any a, E Hr - H,+l. To show that (‘z& b 
converges to x, it certainly suffices to let IV be any neighborhood of x 
and find Q such that Hr c FfJ for all 7 3 q. If no such q exists, then 
% - W # 8 for all 7 < &, and (HT - W),. 6 is a decreasing sequence of 
non-void closed subsets of U. Since U is initially In -compact and 161~~ m,
we h.ave 
(b n <Hr-- W)=H, - W=(x)- W--(8. 
YC6 
The contradiction completes the proof. Cl 
Note that the proof of L,emma 3.4* yields slightly more than claimed. 
It is not necessary that F be dispersed; it suffices to assume x $ PA, 
when I XI > III. Also, the case in which 6 is not a limit ordinal clan be con- 
sidered separately. 
The following example, which was kindly communicated to the authors 
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by J.W. Baker, shows that the hypothesis on dispersal order in Theosem 
3.1 and Lemma 3.4 cannot be removed. The listed properties are estab- 
lished by standard Tychonov plank arguments. Higher cardirrality versions 
of this example can clearly be constructed, but we omit the details. 
3.5. Example. A completely regular, dispersed, initially H 0 -compact (=L 
countably compact) space X need not be a chain net space. &et 
with the relative product opology from [0, 021 X$0, curl]. (To show that 
X is not a chain net sp;rce, let A ‘;= X - ((L32, We)}; then A- is’X but A- 
cannot be obtained by iteration (of’ the chain net closure opeMor.) 
Since Example 3.5 is a subspace of a chain net spat and is not normal, 
one can ask: 
(1) Can a completely regula;*: dispersed, countably c lpact space al- 
ways be embedded in a chain net space? 
(2) (Baker) Is a nsnnal, dispersed, countably compac space necessarily 
a chain net space? 
Questio:n (1) is reLated to an old problem of Semaden [restate:d as [ 131, 
Problem ‘?I), which has recently been solved by Nyikos [ 141. One method 
of embedding a completely regular, dispersed space in a chain net spa& is 
to find a dispersed compactification. Nyikos has shown that this is not al- 
ways possible, but the question remains whether one can always embed 
in a chain net space, which is mot necessarily comp&. 
In [ 13 J the cardinality of a compact dispersed space X is considered; 
it is shown in [ 13, Theorem 121 that 1X1< exp JX (where J = density 
character and exp dX = 2dx) and ask [ l3, Problem (l)] wh&ht:r this can 
be improved to 1x1 G (CM) % ‘VVe now apply Theorem 3.1 to get another 
upper bound for IX], namely (((:1X)* . If ~FZ < (dX,, then (dX)“’ fE exy dJC 
Corollary 3.2 includes an affirmative answer to f 13, Problem (l)] in case 
III = so; the: general case remains open. Tht:orem 3.6 affirms a conjecture 
by W.W. Comfort 
, 
1 
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,I 
6af of ‘ISeoreti 3.6. In [ 11, Theore:ri 2.11 it is shown that 1 X1 f (dx)ux 
,for any (T2) space X, where OX derdotes the net character of X. (In earlier 
papers the net character was called the sequential character.) The assertion 
,jn Thearem 3.1 that chaiirn nets of length <’ III are sufficik?nt implies, in this 
terminology, that OX G MI, 0 
4. A F&h& chain net, chain compact space 
The main example of this section (Example 4.3) was announced in [3]; 
its construction depends upon the continuum hypothesis (CH). 
IIn [ 13, Problem 41 the following question was raised: characterize the 
class of spaces generated by the compact ordinal spaces [ 0, cu] under the 
operations of taking finite products, closed subspaces, and (Tz) quotients. 
It is already knowr; that: 
(i) This class is contained in the class of compact, strongly scattered 
spaces [ 13, Lemma VI]. (A space X is said to be strongly scattered if 
dY = 1 Y 1 for all close1 i subsets Y.) 
(ii) The class of compact, strongly scattered spaces i  properly con- 
tained in the class of all compact scattered spaces [ 13, Theorem 151. 
(The relevant example is TN from [ 61.) 
Both of the classes in (ii) are closed with respect to the three generat- 
ing operations. The question of whether the inclusion in (i) is proper e- 
mains open, 
We now show that the class of compact, Frechet chain net spaces does 
not provide any further inclusion relationships in (i), thus solving [ 13, 
Problems (2) and (3)]. However, by removing th.e product construction 
from the generating operations, we get a different result (which answers 
[13, Problem (531). 
4.1. Theorem. (a) (CH) In chain compact spaces, there is no irtcluslon reZa- 
tionship between the &ss of F&her chain nea spacesandeither the class of 
strongly scattered qaces or the class generated by the compact ordinals. 
(b) The product of two compact ordinerls need not be a Frkhet chain 
net space. However, the class of compact Frkhet chain net spaces is 
closed under the operations oj’ taking closed stibspaces and (Tz) quotients; 
hence it conta;tns all spaces gelzeraged by compact Ordinals under these two 
operations. 
oaf, Part (a) follows from (i) above and Examples 4.2 and 4.3. The fi!:st 
two statements in (b) fohow from Example 4.2 and [9, Proposition 1.31. 
It is not difficult to prove that the Fr&het chain net property is presilerqed 
under quotients, but we omit the details. 1[J 
4.2. Example. Let X = [O, wr] X [O, wo]. Then X is a chain compact space 
in which I Y I = dY for each closed subspace Y, even though X is not a 
Fre’chet cham net space (argue as in [ 10, Example 43). 
4.3. EXmpkL (CM) We construct 6N? a colmpactification f l!# such that: 
(a) 6N - N is homeomorphic to [ 0, q]y ; 
(b) 6N is chain compact but not strongly scattered; 
(c) d;N is Frechet: chain net. Furthermore, each p( II\ of 6N is the &rrit 
of a sequence from N. 
The rest of this section is devoted to the construe 11~ of 6N and one 
further application of it. The method is similar to th b- usled in [6] to con- 
struct TN* By [ 8, ‘Theorem 2.11, any continuous fun ion f from m - N 
onto [O, ~11 determines a compactificatisn ofN with remainder homelD,- 
morphic to [ 0, ~13. Clearly, all such compactification are chain corn- 
pact (= compact + scattered) and are not strongly scattered (N is a “small”” 
dense subset). 
It remains to construct fin such a manner that lthe compactification 
is F&h& chain net. Necessary background on properties of clopen sub- 
sets (= closed + open) in @?%I - N can be found for examp’le in [ 7, Pr&len;i 
6Sl; a further property of clopen subsets r;,f pN - N is ilIl(:luded as a lemma 
at the end of the construction. Hf E is a subset of kv, let S’ denote its de- 
rived set in pN - N. 
Let (_&) be any sequence of non-void, clopen, proper subsets of 
/3N - N, and put .A = (U B& Note that A. is a regular closed set which 
is not open (see [‘7, Pr&lem 6W,3]). Moreover, by Lemma 4.4, any 
countable intersection of nejghborhcAods f A is again a neighborhood 
of A (i.e., A is a P-set). Being an open set, m - N - A ca:tr be e!xpresseci 
as a union of c clopen sets (&}? where by (CH) we may assume that 
the index set for cy is the set of countable ordinals [O, w& We now con- 
struct an increasing tram&rite sequence {A,),, w1 of clopen sets ;vhose 
union is - N -A. PutA, = VI. To define A,, assume that, f’or each 
p < Q, A, is a clopen subset of [)!&I - M -- .A and the monotonic 
tion is satisfied. Since A is a P-set, (U,, OS A,)- Tr A = @ Hence 
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ists a compact open set Va such that 
@V--N-A > v,3( u 
@<a 
A$--. 
Put A, = vu w u,. 
We can now definef by: f(x) = ar if x E A, - U,, (y A, and f(x) = o1 
if x E A. Sincef is continuous, Ma@‘s theorem yields a compactifieation 
6N, as noted earlier. 
It remains to prove that SN is a Mzhet chain net space. We must 
show that if x is a limit point of a subset B 07 6N, then there is a chain 
net in B converging to x. If x # w1 t there is a sequence in B converging 
to x because 6N - (WI) is first countable. If x = ol, we consider two 
cases: w1 is a limit point of B n [O, ml) or of B n N = E. Since the first 
case is obvious, the proof will be complete when we show: If in NV, a1 
is a limit point of a subset E of N, then there is a sequence in E which 
converges to ~3~. 
To construct he desired sequence, we consider E as a subset of @?I. 
Then E- is ciopen in /Bl and E- meets A. It follows that E- meets A” 
(= interior of A in pN - N). Thus there exists F a non-void clopen subset 
of fl- N such that F C E- n A”, and there is a subset D of E for which 
D’ = F. We now pass to 6N, where D has u1 as ita; only limit point. Thus 
D can form a sequence in E converging to cry as desired. 
The construction of 6N will be complete when we establish the follow- 
ing lemma. 
4.4. Lemma. If (A,) and (B,) are sequences of clopen subsets of pN - N 
such that B,, cc B,,l c A,+1 C A, for each n, then there is a clopen sub- 
set Fsuch that UB, c FC CIA,. 
oof. Choose A: and then Bf so that (A:)’ = Al 
(B,*)’ = B1. If A,*_l and Bf_l 
Br c Af, and 
have been ch.osen, c oose A,* and Bz so 
that B,*,l A,* c A,*+ (AZ)’ = A,, and (B,*)’ = B,. The proof 
is comple putting F’= (U, Bz) . 0 
Our final result uses 6N to disprove a conjectul.e of Tironi and Isler 
[ 181; the proof clearly follows from 4.3. 
: A compact, separable, accessible (1 Jausdorff ) space need 
not be first countable. 
(In ihe terminology of [ 18 1, a separable space .X is called accessibk if 
there is a cxxmtablr: subset GI such that teach point ai X is a limit of 2 se- 
quence in D. j 
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